
Editors Note: Due to the sensitivity of this article, some of 
the names have been changed.

Every morning and night Safia Ansari stood in front of the mir-
ror, slapping the cream on her skin. After adding a layer of  high SPF 
sunscreen on top, she felt satisfied.

Pressures to be physically beautiful exist everywhere in the 
world. This causes people like Ansari to alter themselves in minor 
and extreme ways. Cosmetic surgeries have grown within the last 
decade. A growing trend in body alteration that is often overlooked: 
skin-beaching/lightening. 

Why people bleach their skin given the risks associated with the 
harmful chemicals in lightening cosmetics (e.g. hydroquinone, mer-
cury and even household bleach) is confusing to many Americans. 
But what a bustling global cosmetics industry - nearly half of which 
in Asia, Africa and the Caribbean is accounted for by skin lightening 
products - teaches us is that many women (and men) do.

Safia Ansari was introduced to skin lightening as a young girl in 
high school. “A South Asian friend of mine suggested that we buy 
the well known Fair and Lovely,” Ansari said. 

She eventually became consumed with the skin-lightening 
process.  

“I never actually researched what I was doing,” Ansari said.
Only months later, the products began to change Ansari. “I re-

member one of my more light-skinned friends told me I looked 
lighter, even pale,” Ansari said. “I was brimming with joy from the 
success of my regiment.”

Sophomore Emily Taylor knows two women who have used 
skin-lightening products to alter their appearances, one of which is 
a junior in high school.

“Her mother pushed her to lighten her skin with products that 
weren’t FDA approved,” Taylor said. “She said she did it to get her 
old color back, claiming that she’d gotten darker over the years. The 
results don’t look nice at all...Her skin came out blotched so it looks 
more like a rash.”

Ansari also experienced side effects from her lightening prod-
ucts. “...It sometimes made my skin itch and burn,” Ansari said. 

Taylor’s aunt has practiced skin lightening for almost 10 years.
“My aunt was encouraged by a friend who told her about a 

product that would give her skin a healthy glow and ‘eat away the 
blackness,’” Taylor said. “At first, everything went okay, but now she 
suffers many skin problems....Her self-confidence is lower than be-
fore. She resorts to putting on extreme amounts of foundation to 
look and feel beautiful.”

Skin bleaching remains moderately uncommon in the U.S., and 
chemicals used to bleach the skin are banned in many industrial-
ized countries. However, the Internet and international black mar-
kets allow millions to purchase skin lighteners each year.

Ansari was shocked to learn the illegality of the product she 
was using. “ I noticed something on the package-- a line crossed out 
in black permanent marker. With a touch of nail polish remover, I 
uncovered the mark to expose the text that read, “for sale in India 
only,” Ansari said.

Yet despite growing global awareness, commercials and adver-
tisements continue to suggest that having lighter, brighter or blem-
ish-free skin makes one happier and more attractive. 

A L’Oreal Paris ad for Feria hair color featuring Beyoncé met 
controversy from magazine readers who alleged that the cosmetics 
firm made her paler in its campaigns. Comparably,  Allure Magazine 
named the Elure Advanced Skin-Lightening system in its 2011 
Beauty Breakthrough category. 

Culture critics worry that endorsements from renowned ce-
lebrities would encourage women and men alike to engage in skin 

bleaching, a practice linked to thinning skin, acne, bruising, liver 
damage and a number of cancers. 

Though the psychology of skin bleaching is multidimensional, 
researchers like Dr. Kelly Lewis, a Georgia State associate professor 
of psychology, suggests that the social implications of having light-
er skin drive individuals to use whitening chemicals. Taylor’s senti-
ments reinforce Lewis’ years of research.

“I’m not sure if my friend’s mother pushed her into bleaching 
because she, my friend, was the only dark-skinned person living in 
their household,” Taylor said. “Her mom, grandmother, stepdad 
and two sisters are all extremely light-skinned.” 

Taylor expressed a similar sentiment with the pressure to have a 
lighter skin complexion in different cultures. 

“My friend, my aunt and I are all Haitian. In that society’s cul-
ture, the lighter you are the more high class you are presumed to be 
because it is shown that you have ‘white in you,’” Taylor said. “It is 
self-destructive behavior.” 

Popular culture continually exalts women of lighter complex-
ions, leaving little room for the women of the world that are not 
those skin complexions and placing expectations to glorify some-
thing that they are not. 

Meanwhile, ethnic beauty supply stores and online merchants 
offer cheap, easily accessible, prescription-strength lighteners’, cos-
metics sales continue to soar.

“It’s a pandemic, because it’s all over the world, but I don’t feel 
that skin bleaching can fix a person’s self-esteem,” Taylor said. 

After attending an event focused on real beauty, Ansari stopped 
using the products. 

“I officially discarded my lightening creams after witnessing the 
damage that skin bleaching can do to your body,” Ansari said. “Find 
beauty in what we have, and be proud of the color our skin is.”

Alicia Johnson contributed to this story.
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Cosmetic industries are capitalizing from skin lightening creams being sold on the black market throughout the world but disappoint in physical and emotional results.
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